The Fifth International m-libraries Conference

m-libraries: from devices to people
May 27-30, 2014

“A wonderful event, met lots of great people and have come home brimming with ideas and inspiration.”

2012 m-libraries delegate

Mobile technology has transformed so many aspects of our lives: how we work, how we communicate, how we study and how we play. This conference will explore and share work carried out in libraries around the world to deliver services and resources to users via a growing number of mobile and handheld devices.

The 5th International m-libraries Conference (hosted by The Open University (UK) and The Chinese University of Hong Kong) will bring together researchers, educators, technical developers, managers and library professionals to exchange experience and expertise and to generate ideas for future developments.

This exciting and engaging conference will be held at The Chinese University of Hong Kong from 27 - 30 May 2014.

“For me, the conference was an eye-opener. It exposed me to lots of projects, ideas, technologies and trends in the information industry.”

2012 m-libraries delegate

Contact Us:
- General Enquiries: mlib5@lib.cuhk.edu.hk
- Programme enquiries: m-libraries-conference@open.ac.uk
- www.facebook.com/groups/7719700810
- twitter.com/mlibraries - #mlib14

m-lib5.lib.cuhk.edu.hk